
The blower for 
spa owners who prefer 
the strong, silent type.



Quietest blower on the market.
The Polaris QT Blower is every bit as powerful as it is

quiet. You can enjoy the soothing effects of powerful,

invigorating bubbles in your spa without excess equipment

noise. In fact, independent laboratory tests prove it's quieter

than competitive blowers, which will make you – and your 

neighbors – very happy.

Longer, uninterrupted service.
Most blowers are equipped with an automatic shutoff

feature to protect the motor when spa jets are restricted. If

the restriction causes the blower motor to get too hot, it will

shut off to prevent overheating.Although necessary, this can

be inconvenient while relaxing in your spa. Our unique,

patented thermal relief valve automatically compensates for

temporary rises in temperature so the blower motor doesn't

get hot enough to reach the shutoff point.This means longer,

more relaxing, uninterrupted service.

Count on exceptional durability.
Because the Polaris QT Blower is so effective at

controlling the excess heat that leads to expensive burnouts,

it is sure to last. Our one-year limited warranty and UL listing

protects your investment and your safety. The Polaris name

assures you of the highest standards of quality engineering,

performance and service.

Get the blower that's right for you.
Polaris QT Residential Blowers are available in 1.0,

1.5, and 2.0 horsepower. We also offer a full line of metal

residential blowers. Their rugged all-steel construction has

been an industry standard for years.Your authorized Polaris

dealer can recommend the blower that's right for you.

The powerful Polaris QT Blowers and long-lasting

metal blowers. Very smart. And very quiet.

So quiet, only the bubbles tell you it’s on.

QT Blowers ensure the quietest, most powerful blower for your spa.

Polaris metal blowers offer rugged engineering to guarantee cooler
operation and durability.
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